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ABSTRACT

CLOTHTNG STYLE AS A DETERMTNANT OF SOCÏAL

DISTANCE PREFERENCES

The aims of the study \^rere to determine if particular

clothing styles elicit the social-psychological distance , ,1, ,,_,..t....

,,.,,,.,,,1

responses of Intimacy, Casualness t oY Remoteness betr¡¡een :

strangers, and to deter¡nine whether there is a dif ference i,,,,r,',
i.:': 1.;':

Jcetween males and females in their distance responses to-

h7ardc1othingsty1es.Therefore,c1othingsty1eaSa
determinant of social distance preferences was investigated 

ì

i

usingninetyma1eandninetyferna1esubjectsatthe
University of Manitoba. '

i

The independent variables considered were sex and :

clothing style, and the dependenL variable stud.ied was l

l

social- distance preference. Subjects \^lere asked to respond 
,to a select,ed clothing style on the social distance instru- 
i:.,r,,,,,,

ment developed for the stud.y. Their responses rvere recorded, ::,:,' ,

t.it. 
,'. ,l

and a two-by-three-by-three analysis of variance was used

to interpret the results of the variables at the various

leVelS . 
:.. i:.

1',::'r'r:¡.'

The social d-istance measure developed for the study : ::i.::ìl

yielded significant results among the Intimate, Casual an<1

Remote distances investigated. Findings also showed a

significant effect between sex and st¡¿1e of dress, and

viii ,',' 
: 

":



between sex and social distance. However, no significant

relationship was found between Mod, Straight, and. Grubby

clothing styles and Intimate, Casual and Remote social dis-

tances, nor between male and female subjects in their dis-

tance preferences toi.¡ard the clothing styles.

ax



CHAPTER Ï

TNTRODUCTTON

Distances are considered in either of two gieneral

contexts, in actual physical dimensions or in the less 
,,..,,,.,,,,.::.::-:.:

tangible, psychological context. Yet the element of ""','"",

distance is only vaguely considered. during a social i.,''.,',',,':
i-:' :!ì- : :

interaction. This occurs, despite the fact that physical ,,

spacíng is a distinctly inevitabl-e dimension of all :

interpersonal encounters. Tn fact, I{aIl (1963:L47) has 
;

drawn the analogy that our treatment of space is not i

.,
unlike our t.reatment of sex, we know it, ís there but we 

;

don't talk about it. 
i

Severa1theorieshavebeendeve1opedtoexp1ainwhy

one person interacts at a closer or farther distance than

another (Bogardus, 1938). These variations in the use of ,.::',::; 
'

' .,t '

space have been studied by social scientists and architects ',,,',t,,;,,,',,,,;,

:'-.:r'r:-, 1.-

alike. HaIl (1968 ¡L966¡L963) considers proxemic behavior,

or one's use of space, as a medium of non-verbal communica-

tion. The significance of this phenomenon has extended to
l,,tt, t,t,t,tt'

the areas of psychology, anthropology, sociology, and i';':;.';.i;:¡:

archi-tecture

Simi1ar1y,c1othinghasbeenconsideredamediumof

non-verbal communication (Hal1, L959 ; Rosencranz, 1965) .
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This notion has been studied by both clothing researchers

and social scientists with interesting results. The socio-

psychological focus of clothing research however, has dealt

mainly with the following aspects: a$rareness and role

theory (Ryan, 1966)¡ for example, oners role in society may

be indicated by a uniform. Other research has dealt with

the aspect of personality (Knapper , l-969') , in that the way

one dresses may reflect certain personality characteristics.

Although the communicative aspect of clothing has been dis-

cussed by Rosencranz (1962, L965), and Horn (1968) ' the

d.egree Èo which clothing symbolism affects a perceiverrs

overt behavior toward a wearer has not been extensively

investigated.

Regardless of the technígues used to communicate,

accurate interpretation must take place to ensure that the

communication is successful. Two members of a society must

interpret a verbal message in the same \,{ay in order to

understand each other. Similarly, such non-verbal media as

distance, stance and movements must be correctly translated

to be meaníngful, thereby eliciting the appropriate response

from an observer. 
4

successful communication with clothing as a medium is

facilitated by several factors. Most important among these

are a mutual understanding by observer and \{earer of dress

cues, a fairrly accurate interpretation of these cues by the

observer, followed by the expected and desired response.

Vüith this in mind, one should realize that clothing, like
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any other non-verbal communicative device ha.s its limita-

tíons. It is the accurate interpretation of the message

being transmitted.

Studies have shown that appearance affects evalua- 
,::,

tions, and impressions of personali-ty (Hamid, L968¡ Ryan, '''

L966; Little, 1965). First-impression formation is a step

in the perception process ' by which one acquires an under-

standing or knowledge of an object or person. Research has ..,,',

shor¡rn that brief contact between individuals may result in 
r"'

i ',,.,i

the formation of these first impressions (argyle and I i:

McHenry, I97I; Ryan, 1966) . The perceptual process also

involves the organiza.tion of past events r,uhich act aS points

of reference for future experiences. As a resultr ârl 
i

observer tends to be highly selective to particular stimuli , ,

or cues, to further assíst his organization of new percep- 
l

l

tual experiences.

According to Hastorf, Schneider and Polefka (1-970) , ,

the interpret,ation of stimuli imposes order on social 
, ,,,,,

interactíons, by limitíng the amount and content of future '.

'.: ..

experiences, for example, uniforms indicate occupation. Tt r.¡,'.,,

therefore fotlows that the interpretation of clothing stimuli

will contribute order to social encounters. On the other

hand, distance behavior is an interpretation and response ,,,:;,

toward stimuli which functions to maintain the social 
':

order. How then, do clothing stimuli affect distance
:

responses?

Considerable research has been done on person percep-
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tion, impression formation, and clothing symbolism as well

as on social distance, yet no studies have yet been made on

the effect of clothing on ínterpe::sonal distance.



CHAPTER fÏ

REVIEII OF LITERATURE

A review of related literature is given in two sepa-

rate sections. The first section is a review of pertinent

research in the area of social distance behavior, and the

second section, a discussion of relevant information and

research on the socio-psychological aspects of clothing

and appearance.

Related Social Distance Research

Social scientists have long been studying the factors

which contribute to physical spacing in human encounters.

Emory S. Bogardus (1938), a sociologist and pioneer in

"social distance" research, first cited these factors as:

(a) differences in temperament and biological make-up;

(b) dj-fferences in personal tastes; (c) differences in

culture patterns and (d) lack of acquaintance and knowledge

of the subject or person (19382467). He explained that

social distance is the result of the attracting and repel-

ling forces between stimulus persons.

Man does not interact socially without the element of

physical spacing. In fact, each individ.ual is known to

have his own "personal space, " or o'bubble, " the boundaries
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of which are not observable. These boundaries however,

have been found to expand and contract depending upon the

nature of the environment surrounding an individual (Hall'

L966zI2Li Sommer, L959:68) .

In the time since Bogardus fírst probed into the

characteristics of social distance behavior, several

researchers have taken an interest in this phenomenon.

Some studies in the fields of anthropology and architecture

have sho¡¡¡n comparable social distance behavior patterns.

Edward T. Hallr ârr anthropologist (1963b, 1966, 1968),

has coined the term "proxemics, " which generallV is defined

as the study of man's cultural use of space (1966:1). It

is chiefly a study of the relationships existing between

the observations made and the theories developed regarding

social distance behavior. Ha1l has also investigated this

phenomenon cross-cultura11y.

However, where Bogardus (1959) sought to determine

prejudicial attitudes toward various racial and ethnic

groups, HaIl chose to stucly the subtle nuances in the

behavior of these groups which inadvertently 1ed to certain

prejudices. For example, in llall's study (L966) members of

the English, French, German, and Arabic cultures were

observed for characteristic behavior, especially inter-

personal behavior, differing from our o\^/n. obvious

features, such as the typical closeness of Arabs in inter-

action, stood out as facilitating distance behavior in

intercultural social encounters.
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On the basis of these observations, HalI has formulated

the theory that meml¡ers of different cultures may interpret

sensory stimuli differently. He explains that this phenome-

non occurs due to learned varia-tions in conceptuaLizíng.

That iS, members of one group may see objects in a context,

while members of another group may see these objects only

in relation to each other (1968:90). This phenomenon has

been explained by Hastorf, Schneider and Polefka (1970:6)

as a functj,on of oners cultural upbrínging.

Other cross-cultural studies by üIatson (Lg7O) , !{atson

and Graves (L966) , and Triandis and Davis (1965), have

supported Hall's theories and observatíons regarding the

attítudes and actions associated with proxemic behavior.

However, even within oners own society, there are various

techniques by which the use of space is directed.

In L964, Robert F. Murphv investigated the use of the

veil by the Ouareg people of North Africa. "The vei1,

though providing neither isolation nor anonymity' bestows

facelessness and the idiom of privacy upon its wearer and

allows him to stand somewhat aloof from the perils of social

interaction while remaining a part, of it" (L9642L257). This

is a cultural nuance involving the veil to symbolically

introduce distance between themselves and those with whom

they are interacting. The veil not only allows the wearer

to manipulate social spacing, but also provides cues to

help members of the society recognize appropriate dist,ance

responses.

i'.r:. :
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Some studies have shown that an individual may have

distorted perceptions even within his gwn culture or

society. This was illustrated by Sommer (l-969) , who studied

the schizophrenic's use of space. His findings revealed

that patients suffering from this disorder would manifest

either extreme withdrawal or come too close to a male decoy

in an experiment (1969:69-70). A case in point was cited

by Horowitz (1965) in a study of human spatial behavior.

A young male, a chronic schizophrenic, would insist that

the left side of his body, especialty his left arm' did

not belong to him. "He woulA often bu¡np into people with

his left side, seemingly by accident, but this never

happened on his right, side" (1965223-24).

Sommer concluded that persons afflicted with the

personality disorder of schizophrenia inhabit different

sensory worlds, thereby causing them to utilize inaporopri-

ate distance responses.

Perhaps one would associate this type of social dis-

tance behavior with Bogardus's personal taste factor.

Differences in personal tastes, he said.r can cause adverse

sensory reactions (1938;467) . These reactions are some-

times evident tor¡rard people with obvious physical handicaps

who elicit either extreme avoidance, or extreme helping

behavior. Hourever, the avoidance aspect has also been

found to hold true for persons who do not have visible

handicaps. Research by Kleck, Buch, Goller, London,

Pfeiffer and Vukcevic (1968), has revealed that stigmatized
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persons (those described as having epilepsy) elicit greater

distance responses from subjects than do non-stigmatized

persons (1968:111) .

In 1970, Patterson and Sechrest conducted a study to

determine the effect of interpersonal distance on impressions

of personality. A front row classroom setting was used

giving distance approximations of two, four, six or eight

feet between the subject and confederate. Results indica-

ted that interpersonal distance did indeed, affect the

formation of impressions. Male confederates were rated

more dominant than female confederates, while female con-

federates were considered more extroverted than males

(I970:164) .

More recent studies by Little (1965) and Brien and

Ryback (L970) substantiated Bogardus' claim that lack of

acquaintance and knowledge of the subject or person is a

contributory factor to social spacing.

Research by Little has established that the degree of

acquaintanceship can affect interpersonal distance. Hís

findings supported his prediction that there would be an

increasing rank order of distances of interactions between

two friends, two acquaintances, or two strangers. The type

of setLing, suggesting different social situations and

differing degrees of proximity' h/as also considered a

variable affecting interpersonal distance. The three

settings used in the study $tere: a living roomr ârI office

waiting room, and a street corner. The findings revealed
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.:-

that for both sexes, figures of strangers in an office

waiting room prod.uced maximum distance, while friends on

a street corner produced the minimum distance (1965 z24I) .

Bríen and Ryback (1970) report tha.t people generally 
,,,.,,,,,

consider themselves psychosocialty "closer" to others who ::1 rr:":

are låked, positive, attractive or perceived as similar.

Known as a psychosocial orientation, it pertains to the 
,,,,,,.,,.

psychological determinants of a person's ivillingness to ,,r,,.,:',

accept or associate with certain d.esignated. "others" in ,.,
i:'::,..-.,:situations varying in intimacy (1970 223) .

The following study of Klukken (L97L) also reflects

a similar relationship to Bogardus' acquaintance factor. 
i

K]ukkeninvestigatedtheeffectoftopicintimacyoni

interpersonal distance and found that in a naturalistic, 
,

asopposedtoexperimenta1setting,interactionsofhi9h
:

topic intimacy with a stranger resulted in greater dis- 
,

tances than those of 1ow intimaclz (Ig77:38) . Thus, Little 
,

(1965)andK1ukken(1971)havepursuedthefourLhfactor
,":','i',',t:

menùioned by Bogardus with substantiating results. And '.

although four factors have been demonstrated- as contribut- '',t ,.-,'

ing to social distances, it is perceptíon, or the under-

standing derived from experience, which allows an individual
ir': : .::: :' 

:to make appropriate distance responses. 
;::::::

Distance responses are not always conscíous and it is

these unconscious patterns of behavior which have been

observed and st.udied by Sommer (1959 ¡ L969). For exannPle,

seating arrangements in different phlzsical and attitudinal ., --..-
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environments such aS libraries, cafeterías ' and lounges t

were observed, where interactions during conversationr Co-

operation on some form of workr o¡. competition were studied.

Sommer found that subjects overv¡helmingly chose a- corner-to- 
:::::::::::,i

corner, OI face-tO-faCe Arrangement fOr caSUAl conversation ::i.: ::::::':

at a rectangular table (1969:68), but where sofas \¡7elîe used'

either side-by-side r or face-to-f ace arrangements \^lere most
.'.'..

often observêd (1961). In this study hov¡ever' seating de- 
;,,,.,-,;.;,,,,.,,:,:-;:':: ì':: j': :1

pended largely upon the distance between the sofas and whether i:-i: i.,:
!tt:tt:-;t::::r

------i-^- !L^ l.:^! 1^^r.-.^^ñ ç^^.i-Æ L:::::::"they could bè moved. Increasing the distance between facing 
;

sofas often led subjects to sit side-by-side.

These observations have interesting implications for de-

SignerSandarchitectsalike'anC1theconceptofspacehas1ong
been a concern of architects. HalI (1966) , Sommer (1969), a-nd- 

i
:

WatsonandGraVes(1966),aSSocia1ScientiStS,haveSoughtto

bridge the gap between architecture and the social sciences. j

Although man has devised methods of structuring his environment, '

j

he has made gross eriors regarding optimum space requirements ::,:
for dif ferent types of individuals. Great increases in t,',-,.,itti..

l'.',:', ¡..,.,.,,t

population haVe led to overcro\^7ded cities. HOmeS are ';. :'.' ':,:',

smaller v,ztijth fewer rooms, while high-ríse apartment

buildinqs have contributed to increased poputation per

unit area (1966:160). The incidence of crime has also ,:,,:',:.,.,,::
i¡;r.J: ;_: ;.'-:--'-: :

increased considerably in recent years, and a tremendous

paradox exists between manrs search for an efficiently

structured environment and his rebellion against thís 
I
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j 
: 'i:: '

system. Granted, the element of space may not be the sole

problem, but neither can it be overlooked as a contributing

factor. The need for optimum spacíng is an inherent part

of our social lives.
. 
, 

. 

t 

, 
, r 

' - 
, r' - 

, 
, 
t 

- 

t 

- ,

Summary: Social distancing is basically an overt demon-

stration of one's degree of acceptanee or rejection of the

"other" in any given situation. '.,:,;,', , ',;.
; ., 

'. 
" 

,,, '. 
.,'

Several factors may strongly influence the degree of 
l,:',:,.,,:,:,:.,.;

proximity allowed in social interaction. These include '.:1::i:':1':'

(1) degree of acquaintanceship , (2) topic intimacy,

(3) þhysical setting and (4) attitudinal environment.

Conversely, str¿dies involving the manipulation of distances

ín social interaction betv¡een subjects and an experimental
;

confederate, have produced effects in impressions of
:

tpersonality. 
l

Research has disclosed a number of contributing

factors to variations in the use of space. Hovlever, no 
t.,..ì,1, .,ì,,,,,

direct investigation has yet been made regarding the ". ',

i:.::: :.i-;.: :':.:-:

effect of appearance on the social distance behavior of :'::.ì'::::i:::

interacting strangers.

Related Socio:Psychological Research

in Clothing and Appearance

In recent years, studies in the clothing area have

used a distinctly more socio-psychological approach.

Several investigations, focusing on basic psychological
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theories such as personality and self-concept, perception,

motivation, attitudes and interests, role theory, and

related behavior have yielded interesting data. Hamid

(1967 , L968, L969, 1972) , has made interesting contributions

in this field. Ryan (1966) discusses the role of clothing

in impression formation, and the identification of a wea.rer

and his role in society. Meanwhile, other research con-

cerned with such concepts as symbolism and awareness

concepts of communication - have illustrated how clothing

does help facilitate a successful interaction. This is

especially true where certain types of dress can identify

a wearerts occupatíon.

The area of psychology most relevant to the present

study is that of person perception. Perceptions are known

to take place over a wide range of experíenees providing

cues to appropriately confront new experiences.

Lefkowitz, Blake, and Mouton (1955) illustrated how

the perception of a person's attire determined whether

pedestrians would follow him in violating a traffic signal.

"Significantly more violations occured among pedestrians

when the non-conforming model was dressed to represent high

social status than when his attire suggested 1ow social

status" (1955:706). The pedestrians used the model's

clothing as a means of determining their own legitimacy

in violating the traffic signal.

Several studies on impression format,ion have been

conducted by clothing and psychological researchers alike.
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Ryan (1966) and Hoult (1954) found that impressions of
persons changed as a result of changes in clothingr and

Lhat behavioral responses were based on these various

impressions. Ryan (1966) further discovered that percep-

tions of an individualrs mood.. and certain personality

traits can vary with ctot.hing. She stipulated horvever,

that variations exist among different, viewer's'perceptions

in relationships with th. r"rr"r, and in the types of

situations which affect clothing-based perceptions.

Hamid's (I967 ) earliest study dealt direct.ly with the

effect of contactr or social distancer on dress stereotyþ"=.

He looked'at the cateqorizing responses to a set of four

- :':, :
i ..

F IGURE 1

CARTOONS OF FOUR STUDENTS

MODES OF DRESS

*By permission of Dr. Paul N. Hamid,

IN DIFFERENT

April, L975.
,.:'
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cartoons of supposed university students, as well as the

relationship between variation in stereotype image and

degree of contact with students. Subjects were two groups

of 300 adults each, one group from a city population where :...:.

a universi-ty was located, and one from a smal-l town. "' ''"' "

Hamid's results showed a significant dífference between

subjects who had contact with the students and those r¿ho 
,,,,.,;,1,.

did not have any contact with them (f967:150). It was ,,,.,',
, ,.,t,,t,,,t.

found that contact with students was a sígnificant factor 
r:,.,,,.i,.,

in the choice of a cartoon stereotype (1967:151). Seventy- : :'i'

one per cent of those subjects ehoosing the first cartoon ,

had been university students at one time. The high agree-

ment among these subjects corresponded to what Hamid felt
tt

\^7asthestudent|sperceptionofhimse1f.ontheother

hand, eighty-eight per cent of subjects choosing the fourth 
i

l

cartoon had had no contact with students; this indicated 
I

stereotype formation by those who have little or no '

available ínformation about students (1967:150) . 
1,,,.,i:,,:,

on the basis of Hamid's results one may conclude that r:''::':
i .:,1'...
i:::.:.-::

identification of individuals, for example, university

students, depends largely upon the amount of information

available to the perceiver. Frequent contact with such a

stimulus person provides one i^¡ith information, and reduces

the tendency to stereotype. However, his more recent

research has disclosed that these stereotypes were less

important than \¡/ere particular cues provided lcy appearance.

Hamid also found that female subjects made more accurate

1..-...--
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observations of the models in a live setting, than did

male subjects. The general conclusion derived from these

stud-ies is that dress and appearance do provide cues for

the formation of impressions, and that these cues will 
:.,:.,:

facilitate the classification of others in a social situa- :'.':

tion (1969:191)

Attribution t,heory is closely linked with both 
,,,

impression formation and stereotyping in person perception. '.,',,,..''.

Argyle and McHenry (L97I) studied the attribution of 
r,,.,

./ t r',t,'intelligence based on appearance. Using video-tape and I

manipu1atingtheviewingtime,they1ookedattheeffect

ofwearingg1assesonjudgementsofinte11igence.Resu1ts

showed that brief contact yielded first impressions of :

iinte11igencetowardperSonswearin9g1asses,whi1e1onger

exposure periods tended to dispel these irnpressions. They 
i

concluded that subjects initially based their judgements 
i

on certain physical cues such as glasses. i

Ryan(1966)ontheotherhand,foundthatfacia1
i ,,, '.,'

expression tend.ed to produce greater effects in judgements l',
,'.,.:. ..of personality traits than did clothing. This however' was :: :::

contrary to Hamid's findings that stereotypic responses

r,.zere independent of facial expression. Nevertheless, Ryan

did find that perception of socio-economic status, educa- ]",, .

i : -l:: :::

tion, occupation, and intelligence did change with changes

in dress. She therefore concluded that clothing is defin-

itely a f actor in the percepti-on of persona-lity traits '
even though it may not be the most important factor (L966:2I). 

.',r.,,:
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Douce (L969) used perceptual theory to explain the

communicative aspects of dress. She explained that per-

ception is a covert response intervening between an external

stimulus and a manifested, observable response (1969:14).

Since clothing is a visible stimulus, iÈ is quite possible

that perception is the intervening variable between clothing

stimuli and distance responses. By this process, Douce has

exposed.the method whereby clothing facilitates communica-

tion.
Similarly, Rosencranz (1965, L972) has concluded that

through the interpretation and ord.ering of experiences

demanded by the perceptual process (of which clothing

stereotypy is an integral feature), clothing symbolism is

a silent language, part and parcel of the non-verbal system

of communication.

SuJnmary: Impressions may be formed on the basis of appear-

ance, and these impressions are known to change with changes

in clothing. Particular dress cues, oif,ten determine the

impression formed, and these cues will assist in the classi-

fication of others in social situations. (Sex stereotypes

are usually predominant over other types where clothing is

á variable.) Certain cues, perceived in a limited time

space, can result in the attribution of particular character-

istics to another, but these are usually dispelled after

longer exposure periods.

Perception is a covert response to stimuli, which
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i-ntervenes between the actual stimulus and the observable

response that may be demonstrated. Clothing is one such

external stimulus which may be perceived and reacted to

overtly. Clothing has symbolism in social interaction,

and is therefore a medium of non-verbal communicatíon.

Degree of contact, and therefore the amount of availa-

b1e information about an individual, \^/ere also f actors

affecting the formation of impressions. Particular traíts

are attríbuted to individuals on the basis of these impres-

sions, and these may depend partly on clothing styles.

''f+'



CHAPTER ÏÏÏ

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The purposes of this research \ârere to determine if

particular clothing styles elicit specifíc distance

responses between strangers, and to determine if there is

a difference between males and females in their distance

responses toward clothing styles.

The followinq definitions, hvpotheses and assumptions

were used in this research.

Definition of Terms

The following terms have their meaníng clarified for

this particular study

. Strangiers: Those individuals who have never before

come into face-to-face contact (Wood-, 1934).

Social Distance: A discriminatj-ng response ínvolving

physical spacing between interacting persons. A positive

response (Intimate or Casual Distance) would a1low moderate

to great proximity while a negative response (nemote Dis-

tance) would indicate proximity is undesirable.

Intimate Distance: The distance represented by

the following four activities which \^Iere chosen on the

basis of consensus response to the term, "IRtimater" and

19
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which occur within a range of zero to one and- one half

feet.

1. r would have a personal conversation with her.

2. I would sit close to her in a car t ot on a couch.

3. T would embrace her as a close fríend.

4. I would lie beside her in a meadow watching clouds

and scenery.

Casual Distance: The distance represented by the

following four activities which \^rere chosen on the basis of
;

consensus response to the term, "Casual," and which occur

within a range of one and one haLf to twelve feet.

1.Twou1dta1kwithheraSaneighboroverthefence

2. f would play a game for two with her such as chess ,
I

or a game of cards. l

3. ï would go for a boat ride with her, or go físhing i

together

4. I would talk informally rvith her over coffee.

Remote Distance: The distance represented- by the

following four activities which were chosen on the basis of

consensus response to the term, "Remoter" and which occur at

a distance of tvrelve feet or qreater.

1. I would try to observe her without being noticed.

2. I would walk the same street at night even if she

were acting suspiciously.

3. I would avoid her on the street.

4. I would observe her through a pair of binoculars.
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Clothing Style: The overall appearance of a giarment'

including cofor, line, texture and silhouette (thomas , I97I) .

Mod: considered well dressed in the sense of

wearing expensive, highly styled clothes Ifashions current

at the time the study is undertakenl ... The garments worn

by this group obviously come from the higher priced stores.

Straight: tend to wear "simple, classic, con-

ventional" styles.

Grubby: Criteria such as "unkempt'i" "faded blue

jeansr" "old army fatigue uniformsr" \^/ere used as descrip-

tive terms of persons wearing this clothing style, largely

because they \^/ere prevelant in this area and easily acces-

sible for the present study

The definitions for the three clothing style categories,

Mod, Straight and Grubby were all adapted from Gurel's (1970)

study and qualified for the present study by a three-class

forced choice sorting of representative pictures of apparel

from fashion magazines.

Hypotheses

The following nuIl hypotheses were formulated for

testing:

1. There will be no significant relationship between

the Mod, Straight and Grubby styles of dress and Intimate,

Casual and Remote distance responses.

2. There will be no significant dif f erences lcetween

male and female subjects in their distance responses to

the styles of dress under investigation.
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Assumptions

Throughout the planning of this study and the construc-

tion of the measures, certain assumptions \^Iere taken into

consideration ' These assumptions are : 
,,,.- ,.,

1. The operational definitions derived from the t:::':'

activities consensus questionnaire are valid in so far as

they represent the distances under investigation

2. The three-cIass forced choice sorting of pictures i:,,.,,'

of apparel f rom fashion magazines, in combination with 
;,...,i,,,
i lj:: -'Gurel's categories of dress, is a valid means of categor-

izing styles of dress for the selected. sample
''

3. The subjects, who \^Iere university students, have 
i

i

a greater tolerance toward. the styles used in this study 
I
;

than non-university males and females of Lhe same age 
'
I

group, and therefore, are less prejudicial in their dis- l
l

Icrimination. 1

:

4. Due to random select-ion, there are no differences I

between subjects participating in this study . 
t

5. Due to reassurances that, responses would remain !:'tt:"

ltt'.tttt'

confidential, subjects express their reactions wil1ingl1r ;::,,::1':

and honestly



CHAPTER IV

PROCEDUPG

The procedure used ìare. discussed in the follovring

order: 1. deveJ-opment of the Testing Instrument, .: : : . :

2. selection of the clothing styres and stimulus person , '.¡']jt"'r'1"";:'

3. selection of presentation medium, 4. subjects , i,'t,,rr,'..,..,,,1r,:-

5. administration and experimental procedure, and 6.

analysis of the data

Development gf th_e Social Distance Test

A social distance test was developed by administering

three pretests to university students in íntroductory

psychology and sociology classes. The first pretest was

administered to collect social dist,ance activities in the

intimate, casual, and remote distance categories. Social

distance categories r^rere operationally defined in terms of

physical distance, specific sensory criteria and body con-

tacts, and specific examples were given as wel1. Examples

for Intimate behavior were suggest,ed as "protectitg,"

"comfortirgr" and "wrestlingr" while those provided for

Casual activities were, "shoppi*g," "impersonal business,"

or "driving in a car. " Such Remote activitÍes as tennis

and ping pong t or independent work while another is present,

23
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were given as suggestions. Subjects were asked to list

activities under each category. Biographical data ivas also

collected. See appendix C.

A list of the most mentioned activities for each of 
::.:_::

the three distance categories was compiled from the result '".'i','

of the first pretest. Vague and duplicating responses were

excluded from thís list 
,.:,:Using the activities compiled from the first pretest, :, ,'

,,.,.,-.t'.t

the second pretest was given to get a consensus on the 
: -:::: ,

activities which could be listed under each cat,egory, and i:r:'::i.i:.

to get a consensus on the activities in the list which
I

cou1dbeperformedbypersonsoftheSamesexorbypersons

of the opposite sex. t,

i:
In the second pretest, subjects \^/ere asked to indicate 

l

i

agreement or disagreement to the categorization of each j 
'

activity, indicate whether the activity would be performed i

i

by persons of the same sex or the opposite sex' and explain 
.

their concept of intímacy, casualness, and remoteness. If , .,
¡r_::.,,,. 

...,

the subject disagreed with the categorization of an act,ivity' l, ,:.

a recategorization of the activity was requested. Unlike i,":',',',:ì'' 
,'.t.t

the first pretest,' only the physical distance criteria was

given to guide the subject in his decision making

The number of responses from the second pretest rvas 
;,:..,,,,.,,,
': :a:

found to be inadequate for the purposes set by the re-

searcherr so a third pretest with a changed format became

necessary. Sixty-three activities, twenty-one for each

social distance category, were randomly arranged and listedr
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The establishment of twenty-one activities vlas a restric-

tion resulting from the least number of responses given by

subjects to the Remote category in the first pretest.

Subjects \^/ere asked to categorize all the activities in the

list under one of the three social distance categories

studied. Like the first and second pretests, biographical

data was collected, but unlike the first, pretest, only the

physical distance criteria was given to guide the subject

in his choice.

Twelve activities, four for each social dístance

category \^/ere finally select,ed for the social distance test

instrument. The criteria used in the selection of the

activitíes were:

1. The acceptibility level of each activity must be

54.5 per cent or above. This lower limit of acceptibility

r¡ras determined by the remote category which received the

lowest acceptibility level of 54.5 per cent.

2. Each activity must be suitable for either sex to

engage in with a female partner.

The final test instrument consisted of twelve randomly

arranged activit,ies, four in each social distance category.

These activities were placed in first-person sentence form,

such that they proposed a d.irect contact between respondent

and stimulus person. Probability scales ranging from zero

to ten were assigned to each activitlz so that a respondent

could indicate the likelj-hood, in varying degrees of inter-

action with the stimulus person. Reliability of the test

,t ..:. : :

- i-'-.)
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instrument was partly established by method of construction

used, rvhile face validity r',ras establishe<l by a reviewing

committee of six persons from the Home Economics and Soci-

ology faculties of the University of Manitoba.

Selection of Clothing Stylesl

and Stimulus Person

Three clothing styles were chosen for the stud-y: Mod,

Straight, and Grubby. Definitions for these styles \trere

adapted from Gurel (L972), and gualified for the present

study by means of a three-class forced choice sorting of
l

current fashion magazine pictures representing various dress I

l

styles. A panel of five judges, predominantly students 
l

majoring in clothing and textiles, were asked to sort the

pictures under the Mod, Straight and Grubby categories.

Pictures receiving the highest consensus \^/ere chosen as

reference for garment selection, in addition to Gurel's

definitions. Gurelrs study was undertaken with adolescents

in the United St.ates r so it rvas necessary to insure that

the clothing styles chosen would apply to an older age

group, and to a group of supposedly different cultural

background than the subjects in Gurelrs study.

After consensus on clothing styles for use in the

study was established, garments \,\rere selected from differ-

ent local department stores for the stimulus presentation.

The garments went through a screening committ,ee composed

of three staff members from the Home Economics faculty and
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the Sociology department. Fifteen outfits and varia-tions

were selected for possible use in the stimulus presentation.

A professional photographer was employed to prepare

the slides of the model tvearing each variation. A panel
:r of advisory staff and the experimenter selected the three

most representative slides for the Mod, Straight and Grubby

tyles. The same background '¡¡as used for all t.he slídes.

The only model used in the stucly posed for the full-length

view with posture, gesture and facial expression held as

similar as possible. See Appendix D for photographs from

the slides.

Two criteria lr/ere set for the selection of the model.

They were: l) that the model must be approximatellz the same

age group as the subjects to establish a common ground for

potential interaction, and 2) that the model must not be

acquainted with any of the subjects to be able to maintain

the notion of stranger interaction and to promote first

impression formation.

Selection of Presentation Med-ium

The use of a live model, a moving film and slides

\,vere the three presentation media considered for the study.

The use of slides was chosen for the following reasons.

1. They allowed consistency in facial expression and

pose of the stimulus person.

2. Exposure time of subjects to the stimulus could

be controlled.
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3. They could be used in group situations over an

extended period of time.

4. Extraneous variables, such as body movement,

could be elimínated. þ

5. The variable of color could be used.

Results of the Pilot StuÈy

A pilot study was performed on the test material to

organize the presentatíon format and t.o further correct

flaws in the test booklet. Twelve subjects consisting of

six males and six females, were used in the pilot study.

Responses on the social distance instrument' factor

evaluatíon, identity question, biographical data, and

personal clothing style assessment were recorded, and the

main and interactíon effects \^rere analyzed. The analysis

showed a significant effect due to distance, dL the ten per

cent Ievel. The magnitude of this effect was' however,

considered inconclusive, due to the few responses involved.

The fact that no other effects were found to he significant,

was also considered in light of the lirnitations due to the

number of subjects participating.

Subjects

A nominal role of all students registered for the 1-973

Summer Day Session at the university was obtainecl from the

Registrar's office. Initially, a total of 180 subjects,

ninety male and ninety female students ranging ín age from
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eighteen to twenty-two years vüere randomly d.rawn out from

the roll and were separately numbered by sex. The experí-

menter contacted the 180 subjects by telephone. Of those

contacted, fifty-two males and thirty-seven females could

not participate in the study for various reasons. Eventu-

ally, a total- of 248 males and 2J'7 females were randomly

selected from the list and called. Of these, 176 males and

160 females were contacted. Among the male students con-

tacted \^rere 114 who accepted while 52 declined participation

in the study, and of the females contacted, 116 accepted

and 37 declined participation. trn addition, there was an

attrition of sixteen males and eighteen females.

One hundred eighty subjects was considered to be the

most ideal number for the study, for this reason it was

important to replace those subjects who could not partici-

pate. Replacements were randomly selected from what was

Left in the nominal ro11. To allow for errors v¡hich might

invalidate questionnaires, 1-96 subjects were finally tested.

Two major reasons for declining participation in the

study were cited as time conflícts r^rith classes or part-Lime

jobs, and lack of incentive provided. A summary of the

response characteristics of the sample is presented in

Table f.

Experiqental Proce-dure

Subjects were asked to meet in a designated room at

scheduled time periods. Subject groups, balanced for sex,
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TABLE I

BREAKDOWN OF RESPONSE PATTERNS TO RECRUTTMENT

PROCEDURE FOR MALES AND FEMALES

Males Females

lype of Response Number Percentage Number ¡ Percentage

al1ed 248 100. 0 2]-7 80.97

lontacted 176 70.97 160 59.7

\ccepting 114 64.7 116 70.0

le j ecting 52 29 .55 37 23.r

Incategorized
ìesponses* 10 7

$umber
Responding+ 98 85.96 98 84.5

\ttrition Rate 16 14. 0 18 15. s

Invalid 7 7.r 2 2.O

7alid 9I 92.9 96 98.0

\nalyzed 90 90

Ixt,ra (not
analyzed) 1 6

';.:-,,.'-...'.;,. .ì'.:, -., ;.:. AC',". l_I. tI;,,.eC,.

* Between number contacted, rejecting, and accepting there

were some subjects who could not be categorized in this

way, i.e. they \^/ould not give a definite answer.

* Those who were actually tested.
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viewed one slide of the three slides prepared for the study.

Each slide depicted either the Mod, Straight or Grubby cloth-

ing style. The assignment of subjects to groups was carried

out in such a manner that thirty males and thirty females

were exposed io one of the three slides, fulfilling the

requirements for a factorial design with thirty subjects in

each of six ce1ls.

. For each group tested, the procedure was as follows.

Subjects r,rrere handed a test booklet, consisting of a set of

instructions and the questionnaire format in the order

listedi Part A, a social distance test instrument, Part B,

factors influencing appearance, Part C, rvhich consisted of

a model identification question, a forced choice personal

clothing style assessment preceded by the definitions of

the three clothing styles under investigation, and a personal

data inventory.

Instructions for filling in the questionnaire were

carefully read to the subjects prior to viewing=the s1ide.

Subjects h/ere asked not to open the test booklet until a

signal was given for them to start. Subjects were shown

one of the three slides for a period of thirty seconds

during which time they were asked to observe as much about

the st,imulus presentation as possible. They were then

asked to fill in the questionnaire. No time limit accom-

pani-ed the response portion of the test sessions, although

subjects were asked to work as quickly as possible. They

were instructed to ans\^/er all questions in the test booklet.
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Statistical A+alysis

Vüith four items in each cat.egor¡¡, scores based on a con-

tinuum of zero to ten per itern were recorded and totalled for
each distance category. A total score of forty for each dis-
tance category for each subject was possible. Activities in-
cl-uded in the Intimate category \^/etre:

1. I would have a personal conversation with her.

5. I would sit close to her on a couch, or in a car.

9 . f woul-d embrace her as a close friend.
11. I would lie beside her in a meadow watching clouds

and scenery.

Activities included in the Casual- category hrere:

2. I would talk with her as a neighbor over the fence.

4. I would play a çf ame for two with her such as chess,

or a game of cards.

6. I would go for a boat ride with her, or go fishing
together.

8. I would talk informally with her over coffee.

Activities included in the Remote cat.egory welîe:

3. I would try to observe her v¡ithout being noticed.

7. I would v¡alk the same street at night even if she

were acting suspiciously.

10. T would avoid her on the street.
12. I would observe her through a pair of binoculars.

A two-by-three-by-three analysis of variance for mixed

designs by F. Chebib (a program on disc in the University of
Manit,oba computer terminar) was used to find the relationship
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between the índependent variables, sex, and clothing style,
and the dependent variable, distance. The F test was used

to determine the significance of the data.

Information taken from the factor evaluation and person-

al data inventory was also recorded.

Limitations

1. No adequate social distance scale exists, and the

reliability and validity coefficients of the scale developed

for this study have not been determíned. Consensus as high

as eighty per cent was achieved on several fntimate and

Casual activities in pretesting, but the lowest acceptable

consensus was on11z 54.5 per cent. It is therefore evident

that there ís some uncertainty on the part of the subjects

regarding this level of proximity.

2. It was important to have equal numbers of males

and females, due to the nature of the experimental design.

However¡ âs a true random sample was not available, but

rather random with replacement, the purity of randomization

was reduced.

3. Inanimate stimuli lack realism. Therefore, the

sl-ide presentation may have posed certain limitations to
potential interaction.



CHAPTER V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter inclucles a description of the character-

istics of the sample, the social distance preferences, and

a discussion and interpretation of results obtained from

the interaction effects of: 1) reactions toward clothing

due to sex; 2) distance variations due to sex; 3) distance

variations due to clothing style and; 4) variatíons between

rnales ahd females d¡1s-:,t6 .slothing style in terms of social.

distance.

D-escription of the Sample

The total sample consisted of ninety male and ninety

female students ranging in age from eighteen to twenty-two

years who were on campus during sufltmer school at the

University of l4anitoba in 1973. The mean agtes were 20.L

and 20.06 years for male and female subjects respectively.

See Figure 2.

The mean level of completed universÍty education for

males was 2.2 years, while that of females was 2.4 years.

However, the distribution in Table II shows that, male sub-

jects were fairly evenly distributed throughout the first

three years of university education at 28.9, 30.0, and 28.9

34
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TABLE II

FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTTONS OF AGE, EDUCATION

COMPLETED, BACKGROUND, MARITAL STATUS, FÀCULTY OF

ENROLLMENT AND RELIGTON FOR NINETY M.ALE

AND NT}TETY FEI{ALE SUBJECTS

Male FenaIe
Characteristics Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage

Age 18 10 l-1. 1 6 6 .6
19 22 24.4 24 26.7
20 26 29.0 27 30.0
2L 13 r4.4 24 26.7
22 19 zL.L 9 10. 0

rotal 9õ Iõõ.¡- 9õ- Tõ¡.ì'
Mean Male 20.1 Fen.ale 20.06

Education
Completed

L 26 ' 28.9 14 15.6
2 27 30.0 33 36.7
3 26 28.9 37 41.1
4t Ll L2.2 5 5.5
4 0 0.0 t l-.1'

rotal 9õ' I¡õl-õ- '9õ- Iõõ.õ'
Mean l4ale 2 .2 Fernale 2 . 4

t...:

Res ident.ial
Background

Urban 78 86.7 67 74.4
Rural ' Lo 11.I 20 22.3

No Response 2 2.2 3 3.3
rotal - 9õ' Iõ¡.T- 9õ' Im:T-

Marital
Status

Single 86 95.6 80 88.9
Married 4 4.4 9 10.0
Separated 0 0.0 I l-.L

rotal - 9õ- Tõõ:T- -õ' mTlõ

Religion'Protestant 30 33.3 47 52.2
Catholic 21 23.2 30 33.3
.Iewish 11 L2.2 6 6.7
other226.866.7
None 4 4.4 t l. I

rotal 9õ ï¡f:õ- 9õ Ìõõ.õ-

Faculty of
EnroIIment,

Àrts 37 41.1 30 33.3
Science 31 34.4 15 L6.7
Ed.ucation 3 3. 3 2L 23.0
Nursing 0 0.0 15 L6.7
other 19 21.2 9 I0.0

rotal 9õ' Tõõ'.ït 9õ I¡ñõ'

* Graduate or Fiost-graduate student, tv'¡enty-two years of age
or young'er.
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per cent, while female subjects were concentrated mainly in
the second and third year levels of education at 36.7 and

4I.4 per cent respectively, indicating that females \4¡ere

generally older and had spent more ti¡ne in university.
Data show that 95.6 and 88.9 per cent of the male and

female subjects respect,ively, r¡/ere unmarried. Urban resi-
dential backgrounds were given by 86.7 per cent of the males

and 74.4 per cent of the female subjects.

Protestant religious affiliation was given by 52.2

per cent female and 33.3 perccent male; Roman Catholic by

33.3 per cent female and" 23.3 per cent male while 26.8 per

cent "other" or unspecified a.ffiliation. No religious
affiliation was reported by males and female subjects

respectively as 4.4 and 1.1 per cent.

The faculty of greatest percentage participation was

the Arts faculty with 41.1 per cent male and 33.3 per cent

female partícipation; Science faculty with 34.4 per cent

male, and Education with 23.0 per cent female participation.

Of the male subjects, 56.7 per cent classified their
overall clothing style as Straight,, 26.7 per cent as Grubby,

and 15.5 per cent as Mod. For female subjects however,

61.1 per cent classified their overall clothing style as

Straight, 18.9 per cent as Mod, and 18.9 per cent as

Grubby. The personal clothing style assessment and Part B

of the questionnaire \4rere included with the hope of adding

a greater interest dimension to the study. See Table III.
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TABLE ÏÏÏ

PERSONAI CLOTHTNG STYLE ASSESSMENT T'OR NTNETY MALE AND NINETY

r)ì lrri- FEM.ALE SUBJECTS

Social Distance Preferences

sex, clothing style, and social distance \^rere the three
variables considered in the statistical analysis. Data show

that of t,he three, only the social distance factor showed

significant variation, which lends support to the concept of
social distance behavior, Èhat this phenomenon however un-

' consciousrdoes exist. see Table TV. The social- distance

variable was found to be significant aÈ the one per cent

level, for both sexes over all clothing styles. Thís sug-

gests that social distance preferences are almost always

prevelant in initial encounters regardless of sex or style
of dress.

Table V shows the order of preference for interaction
at the three social distances. Casual distance is pre-
ferred over the rntimate and Remote distances, and. both

?ersonal Clothing
].tyle Assessment

MäIe
Frequency Percentage

Female :

Frequency Percentage

Mod T4 15. s L7 18. 9

Straight 51 56 .7 55 61.1

Grubby 24 26.7 L7 18.9

No Response 1 1.1 I 1.1

Total 90 100. 0 90 100.0
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TABLE TV

ANALYSTS OF VARIANCE OF THE SOCIAL DTSTANCE PREFERENCES OF

NINETY MALE AND NINETY FEMALE SUBJECTS FOR

THREE CLOTHÏNG STYLES

* p < .05

**p < .01

+ c. v. 48 .952

++c. v. 32 .032

iource of Vari-
ation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square

F Ratio

5ex

StyIe

Sex X Style

Error I
)istance

Sex X Distance

Style X Distance

Sex X Style X

Distance

Error ïï

103.14

40.00

7 34 .14

l-6470.r7

20437.97

796.56

304.12

262.87

13593.15

I

2

2

]-74

2

2

4

4

348

103.14

20.00

367.17

94.66+

10218.98

398.28

76.03

65

39

72

066++

09

277

878*

267.62t *

10.196*

1.95

1.68

1

3
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SOCTAL DTSTA}üCE

lBO MALE

TABLE V

PREFERENCE

AND FEMALE

MEAN SCORES FOR

SUBJECTS

iocial- Distance
Preference Male Female

Mean
Score

Tntimate 20 -244 18. 044 19.r44

Casual 25.967 28.500 27.233

Remote 13.6s6 10. 700 12.L78

casual and rntimate distances are preferred to Remote. How-

ever, the low mean value receíved- by the Remote category of
social distance may indicate that this degree of proximity
is not acceptabre for interaction. Tf remoteness is rejec-
ted as an unfavorable distance for introductory encounters,

it would seem reasonabre to presume that some other degree of
proximity is preferred. In other words, one's first im-

pression requires a "closer fook."
A social dist,ance scale developed by Bogardus (1959),

r¡Ias so designed that if j-ntimacy or informal proximity were

acceptable, then remote interactions \^/ere inclusive. That

is, acceptance of intimacy presupposed the acceptance of
remote interactions, as well as casual or informal ones.

The inclusiveness embedded in Bogard.us,s instrument

does not necessarily apply to the instrument developed for
the present studyr âs this dimension was not the crucial
focus of the study. That remoteness was rejected relative
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to intimacy and casual proximity, suggests to the experi-
menter two alternative orders of social d'i stance preference.

casual proximity may indeed, be the most acceptable distance

for introductory encounters. This seems to be a most

reasonable assumption given the sample studied and in líght
of the fact that our North American culture is rather in-

, formal. If, as data show, intimacy is generally not

accept,able in new interactions, the two alternative orders

of preference may be:

1. casual, remote, intimate

2. remote, casual, intimate
The latter alternative would conform to the pattern

of response yielded by the Bogardus instrument. ff inter-
action is most, acceptable at casual distances, remoteness

should not be as objectionable as intimate proximity for
first encounters.

Discussion of Interaction Effects

In addition to the analysis of main effects four types

of interaction effects vrere analyzed as well:
1) reactj-ons toward clothing style due to sex

2) distance variatíons due to sex

3) distance variations due to clothing style
4') sex variatj-on due to clothing style in terms of

social distance. The latter two interaction effects did

not prove significant,. Discussion is limited to the síg-
nifi-.cant effects only.
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Data show that two interactions lvere signi-ficant at
the five per cent level. These were: reactions toward

clothing style due to sex (see Fígure 3); and variations
of distance responses due to sex (see Table TV).

Reactions Toward Clothing Style Due to Sex

The order of clothíng style preferences for male sub-
.t¡t,.,.,1jects was found to be straight, Mod, and Grubby, while 
:ì,:,,i,.,,

female sub jects highly f avored the Grubby clothing style r :,, ,,.,
,;.:''",."

TABLE VT

CLOTHTNG STYLE PREFERENCE MEAN SCORES FOR

lBO MALE AND FEPIALE SUBJECTS

Jlothing Style
?reference Male Female

Mean
Score

Mod 20.489 17 .878 19.183

Straight 2L.067 18.633 19. 850

Grubby 18. 311 20.733 19 .522

followed by the,St.raight and the Mod stvles of dress. See

Table VI and Figure 3. Males may view a. modly dressed or

straight attired female as a suitable companion for a num-

ber of activities. On the other hand, reject,ing the Grubby

companion as being unsuitable for a number of activities
may be due to the fact that such a companion would prove to
be a social threat to what could be perceived as an approval-
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seeking aspect of the male character. Females would tend

to reject a modly dressed companion for competitive reasons,

while the Grubby appearance of a potential companion may be

less threatening to the female respondents.

Females may also be less concerned with socíal approval

from other girls than males, and tend to reject modly

dressed persons as being possibly less sincere in relation-
ships than companions who channel theír efforts in direc-
tions unrelated to style of dress.

Distance Variations Due to Sex

Data show that the interaction effect between sex and

social distance was significant at the five per cent level.
See Table IV. Both sexes preferred Casual proximity to
Intimacy, which in turn vrere preferred to Remote. However,

it must. again be clarified. that the low scores attributed
to the R.emote dístance category indicate that some other

distance would be more preferable. The significance may be

largely due to the strong variation between distances, ancl

very little to between-sex variation. This was explained in
the discussion given earlieÈ regarding the distance main

effecÈ, that is the variation between the distances them-

selves is so dominant as to effectively reduce any result
compounded by the sex variable. The reversal illustrated
between males and females at the casual distance point is
unlikely to be of great importance.
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Analysis of Appearance Factors

The purpose of Part B of the questionnaire was to
det,ermine on what aspects of appearance subjects relied
most in deciding their social distance preferences. Seven

factors were analyzed; 1) hair sty1e, 2) accessories,

3) make-up or use of cosmetics, 4) a specific article of
clothing, 5) colors, 6) overall appearance and 7') the type

of apparel worn. However, to further explore the differ-
entiation between them, these seven factors were collapsed

into two categories, a) specific, consisting of the first
five factors, and b) general, consisting of the remaining

two factors.

A two way analysis of variance was performed on the

seven factors, to discover the d.egree of influence existing
for different features of appearance. Data show that the

factors, as a conglomerate variable, htere significant at

the one per cent level. See Table VII. This implies that
appearance does provide cues for interpersonal encounters.

For what vrrere designated as specific factors: hair
stylei accessories; use of cosmetics; specific clothing
items; or colors, mean values remained relatively consistent

for both sexes, suggesting that little effect could be

attributed to the existence of these specific factors of

appearance. See Table VIII. However, for the general

factor categories, overall appearance, and type of apparel

\^/orn, a marked increase in degree of influence \,ras noted.
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TABLE VIT

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF SEVEN APPEARANCE FACTORS

FOR NINETY MALE AND NÏNETY FE}4ALE SUBJECTS

iource Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Sguare

F Ratio

Total-

Between
subjects

S.*

Error b

hiithin
subjects

Factors

Factors X sex

Error w

L337 0. 11

4635.21

433.96

420I.25

87 34 .90

1665.37

708.47

6361.06

L259

l-79

5

174

10 80

6

30

r044

86.79

24.L5

277.56

23.62

6. 09

5g*

45.58*

3. gB**

* p t .05

** p < .0L
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This particular outcome suggests that general appearance

factors, rather than specific factors have greater impor-

tance in decisíon-making processes for the selected

sample.
:

A second main effect, sex, was also significant at the

one per cent level. The results obtained indicate that
males and females reacted fairly similarly toward the seven

i factors, and that the variations existed among the factors

i themselves, rather than the difference being due to sex.

See Table VIII.
It seemed that a fairly general overall appearance

, created more influence in the decision-making than did
'

I specific features of appearance. See Figure 4. Accor<ling

to these results subjects tended Èo be influenced less by

specific features, and \^rere more dependent upon the general

overall appearance of the model. This result is somewhat

contrary to the findings of Hamid and to those of Argyle

and McHenry, who have shown t,hat subjects may initially
;

base first impressions on certain physical cues, such as

, glasses

By collapsing across the sex variable and performing

a t-test on the pooled highest means against the pooled low-

i est mean values, a significant dif ference \,ìlas found at the

0.001 level. See Table IX. Since style of dress was not

found to be a statistically significant variable in this
study, but rather sex and social distance preferences, these
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TABLE VÏIÏ

TOTAL AND MEAN FACTOR VALUES FOR SPECÏFÏC AND GENERAL

FACTORS FOR NÏNETY MALE AND NÏNETY

FEMALE SUBJECTS

TABLE IX

POOLED MEAN VALUES FOR SPECIFTC AND GENERAL FACTORS

FOR NÏNETY MALE AND NINETY FEMALE SUBJECTS

Specific Factors TotaI Mean

(r-v) 3724 4.135

Seneral Factors

2289 6.36(VI.VI I )

p - .001
df=L2
t.. = 5.9ollt
t.001 = 4.32

Specific Factors Male Female
Total- Mean Total- Mean

Hair Sty1e I
Accessories II
iltake-up III
SpecÍfic article IV
Color V

431
406
293
444
357

4.79
4.51
3.26
4.93
3.97

332
411
296
391
363

3.69
4.57
3. 87
4.34
4.03

General Factors

Cverall appearance VT
Iype of apparel VII

64r
49r

7.L2
5 .46

665
492

7 .39
5 .47
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results seem realistic. To conclude that subjects did not
place great importance on specific factors, but relied more

on general appearance is then justified according to
statistical findings that sul:stantiate the lack of impor-

tance placed on clothing sty1e.

The int,eraction effect between sex and the appearance

factors was significant at the five per cent revel. The low

signi-ficance can be attributed to the fact that they vrere

not pretested for their degree of importance nor for their
mutual exclusiveness. Nevertheless, it is interesting to
note that interactions occurred only within the five specific
factors. It is therefore reconìmended, that prior testing
to either isoLate or graduate the importance of such factors,
be a consideration for future researchers.

Evaluatíon of the Hypotheses

Hypothesis 1. There will be no significant relation-
ship between Mod, Straight and Grubby styles of dress, and

Intimate, Casual and Remote dj-stance preferences.

Statistical findings indicate no significant relation-
ship between the Mod, Straight and Grubby styles of dress,

and Intimate, Casual and Remote distance preferences. Thus

Hypothesis one \,üas accepted.

Hypothesis 2. There will be no significant difference
between male and female subjects in theír distance responses

toward style of dress. Arthough the sex-by-sty1e-by-distance

interaction did not. prove significant, this can be further
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examíned by considering the sex-by-style component, which

was found to be significant at the five per cent level. A

further examination of this result reveals that the differ-
entiation between the clothing styles is not as variant as

the response differences associated with sex, that is, there

exists a more dominant within-style difference due to sex,

but a relatively less dominant between-style difference due

to sex. See Appendix A, Table X. Therefore, hypothesis

two was acceptedr -Èc "



CHAPTER VT

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AlÍD RECOMMENDATIONS

The specific objectives of this study raire.- to deter-

mine if particular clothing styles elicit specific social
distance responses, and to determine if there is a differ-
ence between male and female subjects in their distance

responses toward clothing styles.
The clothing styles of Mod, Straight and Grubby,

originally defined and investigated by Gurel (I972) , were

adapted for the present study with the use of current

magazine pictures of appropriate apparel.

Three ranges of social distance were investigated:
Intimate, Casual and Remote. The physiological críteria
and physical dimensions of these distances \dere aclapt,ed

from Hall (1966).

A random-by-repla.cement sarnple of 180 volunta-ry

participants, students eighteen to trventy-trvo years of
âgê, from the University of Manitoba 1973 Summer Day

Session, \^/ere used for the study. Male and female sub-

jects, similar in mean age and level- of completed university
education, \^zere studied for their social distance responses

toward various clothing styles.
A social distance questionnaire, consisting of twelve

52
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actívities representing the Intimate, Casual and Remote

levels of proximity, hras administered to 180 male and female

subjects. Each of three groups of subjects, consisting of
thirty males and thirty females to each group, was exposed

to one of three slides illustrating a stimuLus person in
either Mod, straight or Grubby attire. Respondents viewed

the slide for thirty seconds, fíl1ed in the social distance
questionnaire, and provided biographical data in addition
to their personal clothing style assessment.

The three styles of dress \,rere found to be significant
at the five per cent leveI. The significance, however, was

due largely to the between-sex variation, rather than the

betrøeen-style effect. Alternative orders of preference for
the clothing styles differed for males and females. Males

conformed fairly closely to a Mod-straight-Grubby ordering,
while females responded ín the reverse manner, that is,
Grubby, Straight and then Mod.

The distance variation compared between males and

females was found to be significant at the fiver per cent

level. Males, however, showed very little dífference from

females in response patterns over the three distances. The

significant effect, therefore, may be due to the strong

variations between the fntimate, Casual and Remote distances.

The only main effect to produce a significant result
at the one per cent leve1, was social distance, indicating
that strong differences exist in perceptions of activities
involving proxemic relations.
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The first hypothesis stated that there would be no

significant relationship between Mod, straíght and Grubby

styles of dress and specific distance responses of rntimate,
Casual and Remote. Statistical findings indicated no sig-
nj-ficant relat-ionship betv,reen styles of dress and specific
distance responses, thus the first hypothesis was accepted.

The second hypothesis stated. that there would- be no

significant dífferences between male and female subjects in
their distance responses toward crothing styles. As no

signifj-cant effect was found for the sex-by-style-by-
distance interaction, the second hrTpothesis u¡as accepted.

The results of this study indicate that littre siqnifi-
cance can be attributed to these styles of dress in the pri-
mary social encounters given. However, it was evident that
different social distance preferences occur in given encoun-

ters between a femare stimulus person and both ¡na1e and fe-
male respondents. ft is a likely assumption that males re-
spond for quite different reasons than females. The potential
encounters for ma]e subjects invorved opposite-sex inter-
action. such encounters have a qui-te different meaning than

the same-sex interaction proposed for female subjects.
university students are exposed. to r,vide variations in

style of dress, from most current within the locare, to that
which Ís passé. rt is perhaps a legitimate assumption that
a sample of this nature is rnore tolerant toward style vari-
ations, and therefore, does not respond significantly on

this dimension. The less dominant rerationship obtained
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between the clothing styles may be largely due to the sample

serected or to the similarity of crothing styles used, that
wide variati-ons ín response \^/ere not possible.

statistical analysis of seven factors includ_ing hair
st1zIe' accessori-es, use of cosmetics, specific clothing
items, color, overall appearance, and- type of apparel worn,
yielded a significant effect at the one per cent level.

For the first five factors, designated as specific fac-
tors, mean values remained relatively consistent for both
sexes, suggesting that litt.le effect could. be attributed to
the exístence of these specific factors of appearance. How-

ever, tor the general factor categorlz, -whích consisted of
the remaining two factors, a marked. increase in degree of
influence \^/as noted. These general appearance factors \^rere

found to ha.ve greater importance in the decision-making pro-
cess for the selected sample.

rn addition, data shor¡¡ that males and femares reacted
fairly símilarly toward the seven factors. This main effect
for sex was significant at the one per cent level, lcut it
tnras fert that the variations exísted among the factors them-

selves, rather than the difference being due to sex.

The interactíon effect between sex and the appearance

factors was significant at the five per cent level. However,

the factors were not pretested for their d_egree of ímportance

nor their mutual exclusiveness, and the interactions which
did occur h¡ere found to take place among the specÍfic factors.

The interactions represented in the study conformecl
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fairly closely to those researched lc1' HaII (1966) and Sommer

(1959). si-nce Hal1's work \^ias used as a basic mod.el for the
present study, these ínteractions \¡/ere pretested for their
agreement with the intimate, casual and remote distances

which he researched. one particular activity, which pro-
posed sitting next to the stimulus person on a couch, draws

para11els to the arrangements observed by sommer. There

appears to be an implied similarity between the instrument
developed for the present study, and. the sociar- d.istance

scale desígned by Bogardus. This has been discussed pre-
vious ly .

The use of live moders instead of the inanimate slide
presentation may have elicited from the respondents, truer
reactions toward the stimulus person. certain variabtes
such as body movementr êy€ contact, facial expressions or
other mannerisms, however, would have require<l further
statistical analysis. This is not to be conside:red a dis-
advantage for future research. rn fact, subject.bia.ses to-
ward any inconsistencies which occurred between standardized
poses and facial expressions, relative to the styles of dress

represented, could possibly be eliminated rvith the use of
live models.

The variation in clothing style preferences between

mares and females has interesting implícations for future
study. rt is conceivable that males defined the clothing
styles used in a different manner than the femare subiects.
A further consideration may be that d-espite pr"testirrg to
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categorize the styles, neither group defined them in the man-

ner intended. fn additionr rlo ordering of styles was inn-

bedded in the operational definitions, so that a specific
pattern of response would not necessarily be anticipated.

Recommendations

Further investigation into the relationship between

appearance and social distance behavior is recommended.

1. The investigation needs to be repeated with a

completely randomized sample from populations other than

university students. The use of other populations might

show interesting results.
2. Both male and female stimuli could. be studied to

bring in a dimension of same-sex interaction for nnales,

and opposite-sex interaction for females.

3. Further investigation is recoÍìmended to include

more clothing styles.
4. It is al-so recommended that further work Jre made

in the developrnent of a flexible socíal distance instrument.

5. Further investigation is recommended to d.iscover

the difference between psychosocial and physical distances.
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APPENDTX A

Mean Va1ues and Standard Errors of Main

and Tnteraction Effects of Independent

and Dependent Variables According to

Classification
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TÀBLE X

MEAN VALUES ÀND STANDARD ERRORS ACCORDING TO

CLASSIFICATTON OF VARIABLES

STÀNDARD
M¡ÀNS ERROR

SEX
MALE
FEI"ÍALE

STYLE
MOD
STRÀIGHT
GRUBBY

SEX X STYLE
M.â,LE MOD

STRÀ.IGHT
GRUBBY

FEMÀLE MOD
STRAIGHT
GRUBBY

DTSTANCE
INTIMÀTE
CASUÃ],
REN{OTE

SEX X DÏSTANCE
MÀLE INTIMATE

CASUAT
REMOTE

FEMAI,E INTTMÀTE
CASUÀI,
REMOTE

SÎYLE X DISTANCE
MOD ÏNTT¡4ATE

..- CASUAL
REMOTE

STRÀIGHT INTI¡ÍATE
CASUAL
REMOTE

GRUBBY INTTMATE
CASUAL
REMOTE

SEXXSTYLEXDISTANCE
MALE MOD TNTIMATE

CASUAT
REMOTE

STPÂTGHT INTI}'I,ATE
CASUÃT
REMOTE

GRUBBY INTTMATE
CÀSUAI
R¡¡,fOTE

FET4ALE MOD INTIMATE
CASUAL
REMOTE

STRAIGHT INTIMATE
CASUAL
REMOTE

GRUBBY TNTTMATE
:. C.ASUA],

REMOTE

20.489 I.026
2I.067 r.026
r8. 31I L.026
L7.878 I.026
18.633 I.026
20.733 L.026

19 . J.44
27.233
12.l-78

.466

.466

.466

19. 9s6
19.081

19.183
r9. 850
19.522

19 .4]-7
25.483
L2 .650
18.7s0
28.483
]-2.3r7
L9.267
27.733
11. s67

.592

.592

.725

.725

.725

20.244 .659
25.967 .659
13.656 .659
18.044 .659
28.500 .659
.10. 700 .659

.807

.807

.807

.807

.807

.807

.807

.807

.807

22.333 1.141
25.300 1.141
13.833 1.141
20.633 1. 141
27.900 1.141
]-4.667 t.141
L7.767 1. r41
24.700 l-.141
L2. 467 1. 141

. 16 . s00 1. 141
25.667 1.141
rL.467 1. r41
]-6.867 1.141
29.067 1.141
9.967 1.14r

20.767 1. 14r
30.767 1.1-41
t0.667 1.141
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APPENDTX B

The final questionnaire administered to subjects

following the experímental manipulation is presented here.

Part A contains a list of activities paired with
probability scales on which subjects respond to the stimulus.

Numbers one, five, nine and eleven represent Intimate dis-
tance: numbers two, four, six and eight constitute Casual

distance, and numbers three, seven, ten and twelve represent

Remote distance.

Part B contains a list of aspects of appea-rance

which subjects were to indicate affected their responses

on Part A.

Part C contains a stimulus person identity gues-

tion used to eliminate subjects from the statistical analy-

sis, if any indication \^/as made regarding acquaíntance with
the stimulus person.

The biographical d.ata follows Part C, and was

used mainly to ascertain the sex and age of the subject.

:::::'i';:: ì": ?: :!:lt
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The researcher is conducting a study on appearance as

a factor in impression formation. A slide will be present-

ed briefly, and a list of activities provided from which you

will evaluate the girl in the slide in terms of how likeIy
it would be for you to engage in interpersonal activities
with her.

You will see in the slide, a young lady about the same

age as yourself. Your task will be Èo rate her as a poten-

tial partner in each of the interpersonal activities listed.
Please indicate the likelihood of your choice with a check-

mark on the scales provided for each activity.

0 - Definitely Not Likely
10 - Definitely Yes

:

eg. f would go to a movie with her.
oto
lltrrlt¡rtrl:

choose any position between 0 and r0, but be sure to 
i,.,.,,,,,,

gi.ve a response for every actj-vity. you are urg'ed to be as i,':'-;:'

.t,'.rt'' 
'','honest as possible in your evaluat,ions. Your responses :,' ,-,,'

will remain confidential.
Please answer Parts A, B, and C as well as the bio-

graphical data. ",",.'
i.'" t:'.'

Your assistance in this stu<ly is greatly appreciated.

Please keep the nature of the project confidential until
its completion. Details regarding the results will be made

available on request to Louise Landry (474-9529 or Room 303,
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Home Econom.ics Bldg.) after the study is completed.

Please wait for the experimenter to signal before turn-
ing the page.

Make certain each section is completed before going on

to Lhe next. Once you have completed a section do not go

back over it.

'jl$
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Part A

On the scales provided below, please indicate the likeli-
hood of your choice in the follorving manner:

0 - Definitely Not

10 Definitely Yes

1. I would have a personal conversation I I I I I I I I I I I Iwith her.

2. I wouldüa$kwíth her as a neighbour I I I I I I I I I I I I,,over the fence. 
:

3. I would try to observe her without I I I r I I I I I I I ¡ i,',,

being noticed.

12. I would observe her through a
pair of binoculars.

4. I would play a game for trvo with I I I I I I I I I I I I

her such as chess t ot a game of
cards.

5. I would sit close to her in a car, I I I I I I I I I I I Ior on a couch.

6. I wouldgo for aboat ridewith I I I I I I I I I I I Iher, or go fishing together.

7. I would walk the same street at
night even if she were acting
suspiciously.

ttttttttlltt

8. Iwouldtalkinformallywithher I I I I I I I I I I I Iover coffee.

9. T would embrace her as a close I I I I I I I I I I I r ,,,,friend.

10. Iwouldavoidheronthestreet. I I I I I I I I I I I I

11. I v¡ould lie beside her ín a mea-
dowwatchingcloudsandscenery. Illll I I I I I ll

' :.

trlllllllllli':::
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Part B

Please indicate on the scale (O - no influence, 10 greatest
influence) the degree to which the following variables influ-
enced your decisions.

1. Hair style

2. Accessories (eg. hat, scarf,
beads, shoes)

3. Make-up or other use of
cosmetics

4. An article(s) of clothing:
P1ease specify

5. Color(s) of outfit

llrrrtllllll

lttttlltllll

lltttttllltl

lttrllttllll
ttltltttltll

6. The overall appearance (ie. no
one individual factor stood out .inyourmind,jusrrh";;;;';i"l I I I I I I I I I I I

impression formed)

7. rhe type of apparel v¡orn I I I I I I I I I I I I
. '-;-

8. Other comment.s :
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1.

Part C

If you know the person in
_, and provide her name

Çlothing style

the slide please check here

is defined as the overall appearance of
includes color, 1ine, texture and sil-a garment and

houette.

It{od is well-dressed,
Ftest fashion, which
and are advertized in

highly styled clothes in the very
come from higher priced stores
the latest fashíon magazines.

classic, conservative style ofStraight is a simple,
dress.

Grubby is generally an unkempt and poorly groomed a-ppear-
ance. Clothes like \^/orn, bleached blue jeans, baggy
sweatshirts and denim work shirtsr or old army fatigue
uniforms are often found in this category.

2. Given the above definitions, under which category of
clothing style would the clothes that you most oft,en
\trear, fal1? Please check:

Mod

Straight

Grubby
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Sex (check one):

Age (check one):

male female

_ L7-22

_ 23-28
29-34

Present level of

Background: rural

Religion: _

Marital- Status:

_ 35-40

_ 4L-49

_ 50 and older

education (check one):

_ lst year university
_ 2nd year

_ 3rd year

_ 4th year

_ otherr please specify

urban

Protestant
Catholic
Jewish
Other, please specify

_ single
_ married

_ widowed

_ divorced.

_ separated
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APPENDIX C

An example of the first, second, and third pre-

tests appear in this appendix.

The first pre-test was administered to a psych-

ology class at the University of Manitoba.

The second pre-test was given to an introductory

sociology class, and they \^¡ere asked to return the completed

questionnaire at the next class meeting. This procedure

proved to be ineffective in gaining an adequate number of

responses. Therefore, the format a-nd administration of the

test lrrere changed.

Pre-test three is an example of the changed format

which was administered Lo a second group of introductory

sociology students, during a class meeting.
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IPRETEST ONE]

"Specific distances in social interaction depend upon

the transaction; the relationship between the interacting
persons, how they feel, and what they are doinq."

Edward T. Hall

The Hidden Di4enËþq, p. I2B

The researcher is studying two specific distances:
:

' intimate, and remote. you are requested to read the

xplanations for these distances and t,o give your own

examples. rf you wish, you may put these examples in the

, 
"ontext of a particular situation.

An explanation for casual distances is also included,
' in order to achieve a balance in comparing the intimate

and remote distances. You are therefore requested to gi-ve

your examples of casì:al activities as well.
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Intímate behavior between two persons is felt to in-
volve all the senses. Sight ís often distorted; features

appear blurred t or larger. Body odors, and body heat may be

detected, as well as the smell and feel of another's breath.

Physical contactr or the high possibility of it, is of
pri-mary awareness in the rninds of the two individuals.
Muscles and skin come into contact; arms may encircle.
Vocal communication is either involuntãty, or conversation

is kept, at a whisper and is often minimal.

Intima-te behavior has been measured. to take place at a

dist,ance of from 0-18 inches.

Examples of intimate activities are given as:

1. Love-making

2. lVrestling

3. Comforting

4. Protecting

5. Hand-holding

Please give )zour examples of intimate activities.

¡.:J:.::.::

; :::_.-
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Casual activities involving two persons al-Iow greater

relaxation for the senses. Visual accommodation is un-

necessary because objects and physical characteristics are

seen clearly. Phlzsical contact at close range is possible 
,,,,,,,

with the extremities. The voice fàvef has been found to be ":''::'

more normal or moderate than in either of the other two

cases. Body heat is generally not perceptible, but again

depending upon the closeness, breath odor may be noticeable. '.,'-' ,,

' 
'tt,.Casual activities have been found to occur within a ::: j

;,': :,ì :.:':

range of from one and a half to twelve feet

Examples of casual activities rvithin this range are: ,

1. Mingling and conversing at a social gathering

or party

2. Impersonal business

3.Requestinginformationfromareceptionistor

at an information booth

4. Shopping

5 ' Driving a car 
,:.: .i:l

Please give your examples of casual actj-vities. ,i
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Remote behavior involving two persons involves fewer

senses than at an intimate distance. At a remote distance,

sight is one of the key factors, althouqh objects or physi-

cal characteristics (such as eye color) are not as visually
distinct, and generally appear smaller. Physical contact

is negligible. The volume of the voice is loud, but not as

loud as in shouting.

Thís actívity range has been found to take place at 12

feet or more.

Examples of remote activities are given as:

1. Tennis

2. Ping pong

3. Evasive or defensive action i-f threatened

4. Avoiding someone or something

5. Observing without being noticed

6. Carrying on one's own activíty without feeling
uncomfortable in another's presence.

Please give your examples of remote activitíes.
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Sex (check one): male
female

Age (check one): 17-22
23-28

_ 29-34

_ 3s-40

_ 4r-49

_ 50 and older

Present level of education (check one):
_ grade school

_ 2 years high school

_ high school graduat.e

_ 2 years college
_ Business college
_ college degree

other, please specify

Background (check one): rural urban

Religion {i(check one) : _ Protestant
Catholic
Jewish
Other, please specify

Marital status (check one): _ single
_ married

widowed

_ divorced
_ separated
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IPRETEST TVüOl

On the following pages are a. series of activities list-
ed under the categories: rntimate, casual , and- Remote. Each 

,1 

,,,,,,:,.,,,,
of these activities would be performed with only one other ;::..:r

person. They \^/ere compiled to represent certain physical

distances where intimacy occurs in a range from 0 - 18 : :.
inches , casualness from I I/2 12 f eet,, and remoteness f rom l.,,.,l,;t't,

't.' ,.':, 
tt t,,

a distance of 12 feet or g'reate:r. j,,,, ,,,,,¡,,,,

ir.. .r.::; :i:i. : : )

Please indicate the activities in each category r¡¡ith

which you do NOT aglree, and if possible give the category I

in which you feel they d.o belong. Also, indicate whether :

:

you feel they are same sex or opposite sex activities, a-nd i

'

briefly explain your conception of intimaoy, casualness , ',

l

and remoteness. i

i. .- .. ,. 1."
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ÏNTIMATE ACTTVITÏES

gree Disagree Same
Sex

Opposite
Sex

1. Caressing or hugginq
2. Dancing at a public

affair
3. Slov¡ dancing, close

ie. waltzing
4. Kiss (Goodnight,

Greeting, etc. )

5. lLovemaking in bed
(or elsewhere)

6. Tickling and hors-
ing around

7. Sitting together
watching T.V. or a
movier or listening
to records

8. Going by crowded.
bus, elevator, or
car

9. Contact sports,
eg., rugger, foot-
ball

10. Sitting close (on
a couch, in a car)

11. Sleeping close for
assurance, comfort,
warmth

12. Talking intimately
for conversation
alone

13. I.rlalking holding hand
14. A game for twor €g.

ouija, chess, cards
15. Vühispering in an-

L6.
L7.
18.

othert s ear
Petting
Lying side by side
Looking after some-
one who is ill

19. Sunbathing
20. Fighting
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ÏNTÏMATE ACTIVTTTES

Disagree Opposi
Sex

Same
Sex

2I. Looking at each other
when sitting close

22. Vüinking r or f lirting
with the eyes

23. Being assisted by a
salesperson or seam-
stress when trying
on a garment

24. lfatching a movíe at
a theatre

25. Nêelcing
26. Talking intimately

before sex
27. Working together

on something
28. Listening to or

attending a concert
29. Sleigh ride (a warm-

up af terwards ) -t
30. Sitting beside a

31.

32.
33.

34.

35.

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

student or friend to
help with a problem
Having a glass of
wine and- enjoying
each other's company
palking in the park
Talking to an attrac-
tive ¡nember of the
opposite sex
Observing the sensuou
movements of a member
of the opposite sex
Having a romantic oic
Sharing dream

Back rubbing
Feet massage

Nibbling the ear
Having hair styled by
hairdresser
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TNTTMATE ACT]VITIES

Having teeth checked
by a dentist
E.S.P. (sharing the
same thoughts)
Tobogganing
Ice or Roller Skating
Motorbike riding
Bird-watching
Bathing together
Making a pass at a
member of the oppo-
site sex

49. Being examined by a
doctor

50. Sitting around a camp-
fire, or a fireplace

51. Going to a drive-in
movie

52. Having an intimate
conversation

Please give your conception of:
Intimacy -

79

4r.

42.

43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Disagree

Casualness

Remoteness
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CASUAI ACTIVTT]ES

gree Disagree Same
Sex

Opposi
Sex

o

10.

1. A game for twor eg.
cards, chess, etc.

2. Swimming

3. Drinking beer at a pub
4. Cycling
5. Dining out at a res-

taurant
6. Watching a movie at a

theatre
7. Talking casually (over

coffee)
8. Reading at the same ti

time
Asking information from
a receptionist, placing
an order with a waitres
Checking and guarding
opponent while playing
basketball or hockey

11. Shopping
12. Gardeníng, cutting the

grass
13. Cleaning rugs, making

beds, washing dishes
14. Going to class; sitting

in on a lecture
15. Boat ridÍng (and fish-

ing); rowing
16. Meeting a friend un-

expectedly in a public
place

J-7. Watching T.V.
18. Dancing at a party or

social
19. Riding a crowded ele-

vator or bus
20. Sunbathing on the beach
2I. Jogging
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CASUAÏ, ACTIVTTTES

Disagree Same
Sex

Opposite
Sex

22. Making a purchase
23. Team-teaching
24. Attending church to-

gether
25. Work as a teaching

assistant
26. Conversing with a

teacher
27. Talking with a neigh-

bour over the fence
28. Sitting around a camp-

fire
29. Vüalking wíth a girl-

friend (2-3' max. )

30. Sitting on opposite
sides of car when
driving

31. Vüatching a horserace,
football game

32. Mingling and/or con-
versing at a party

33. Sitting face-to-face
on a bus

34. Being interviewed
35. Having eyes examined
36. Playing shuffleboard
37. Washing a car
38. Two persons acting or

singíng together
39. Shakíng hands with a

casual acquaíntance
40. Opening a door for some

one

4I. Walking down a street
t,ogether

42. Lecturing or speaking
to someone

43. Drive-in movie
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CASUAL ACTIVTTTES

44. Conversing with a bank
teller while cashing a
cheque

45. Being checked {"("frisked") by the
police

46. Personal conversatíon
47. Vísting friends on

vacation
48. Visiting relatives
49. Going to a park
50. Riding on a plane
51. Enjoying conversation

and a meal at home

52. Business conversation
53. CasuaL conversation

Disagree



REMOTE ACTÏVTTTES

Disagree
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Opposite
Sex

Same
Sex

1. Badminton, tennis
2. Sivimming

3. Gardening
4. Turn back when someone

threatens (being eva-
sive or defensive)

5. BasebalL
6. Conversing on the

telephone
7. Avoiding someone on

the streeÈ
B. trÏaving to someone you

recognize
9. Observing someone

without being noticed
10. Photographing someone

11. Having a discussion
with an advi-sor

L2. Skiing together
13. Skating
14. Camping

15. CycJ-ing

16. Basketball
1-7. Track, etc.
1 I .'EalìlÈi¡ggwith neighbours
19. Instructirg, eg. swim-

ming
20. Guiding a towed car
2L. Being observed by

ssupervisor during per-
formance of duties

22. Watching a concert or
play

23. Cooking while others
do dishes

24. Sitting in a car r¡atch-
ing people go þV
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REMOTE ACTÏV]TTES

Dísagree Opposít
Sex

Same
Sex

25. I{atching cars pass
while sitting in yard

26. Observing through a
telescope

27. Gift-giving
28. Receiving gifüs
29. Spectator sports
30. Reading a newspaper

or book
Horseshoes
Croquet
Hunting
Bird-watchíng
Conoeing
Girl-watching
Arguing
Football
Vüalking street at
night acting sus-
piciously

40. Talking to someone on
opposite side of the
street

4I. Talking across a lqng
table

42. Teaching
43. Acting

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

39.
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Sex: (check one) male
female

Age: (check one) \7-22
23-28

_ 29-34

_ 3s-40

_ 4r-49

_ 50 and older

Present level of education: _ lst year university
_ 2nd year university
_ 3r<1 year university

4th year university
_ other, please specify

Background (check one): rural urban

Religion (check one): _ Protestant
_ Catholic
_ Jewish

Other, please specify

Marital St,atus (check one) : _ single
married

_ widowed

_ divorced
_ separated



[PRETEST THREE]

The following list consists of several activities com-

piled from a series of previous questionnaires. They lüere

selected with the inLention that they represent certain
physical distances, between two peopte ånteracting to per-

form the various activities. Three distance categories are

given: Intimate (representing a range of 0-18 inches),

Casual (a distance of I f/2 12 feet), and Remote (a dis-
tance of 12 feet or gireater) .

Each activity involves an interaction between two

people. Your task is to think of someone (either real or

imaginary) with whom you would perform each activity, and

check whether you believe the interaction t,o be either:
Intimate, Casua1 t or Remote. Since some activities involve

a partner of the opposite sex, and some a partner of either
sex, then your partner may change depending upon the activity.

Note: FOR EACH ACTIVITY, PLEASE MAKE ONLY ONE CHOICE.

It is extremely important that you indicate a choice

for every activitlr. There are no riqht or \^/rong ansr¡rers.

Your responses will remain anonymous; they should be strictly
your own opinion. Please work quickly, and thank you for
participating.
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Casual Remote

1. Gardening, cutting the grass
together

2. Being examined by a doctor
3. Watching cars pass while sit-

ting in the yard together
4. Vüatching T.V.
5. Having a personal conversation
6. Slow dancing, ie. waltzing
7. Having hair styled or cut by a

hairdresser
8. Avoiding someone on the street
9. Drinking beer at a pub
10. Having a private conversation
11. Cycling
L2. Having a conversation, alone
13. Having a romantic dream about

someone

J-4. Nibbling hislher ear
15. Jogging together
16. Playing basketbaLl with some-

one

17. Arguing
18. Bathing together
L9. Vüa1k holding hands
20. Being checked ("frisked") by

the police
21. TiTatching a horserace or a

football game together
22. Giving a gift to someone

23. Being assist,ed by a sales-
person, seamstress or tailor
when trying on a garment

24. Mingling and/or conversingr
at a party

25. Girl-watching
26. Going by crowded bus, ele-

vator or car
27. Lovemaking in bed (or else-

where)



28. Necking
29. E.S.P. (sharing the same

thoughts )

30. Dancing at a public affair
31. Looking at each other when

sitting close
32. Playing shuffleboard with

someone

33. Playing contact sports such
as ruggier or football

34. Being observed by a supervísor
during performance of duties

35. Observing someone t,hrough a
telescope

36. Petting
37. Playing a game for two: cards,

chess, etc
38. Talking informally over coffee
39. Visiting relatives
40. Shaking hands with an acquaint

ance

4J-. Sitting in a car together wat
ing people pass by

42. Sitting close (on a couch, in
car)

43. Observing someone without bei
not,iced

44. Vfatching a concert or play wit
someone

45. Walking a street at night when
someone is acting suspiciously

46. r,''Iatching any spectator sport
together

47. Caressing or hugging
48. Boat riding (and fishing);

rowing
49. lnlashing a car
50. Lying side by side
51. Having teeth checked by a

dentist

ntimate Casual Remote

88
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52. Rubbing hislher back
53. Swimming together
54. Talking affectionately before

sex
55. Reading a newspaper or book

at the same time
56. Receiving a gift from some-

one

57. Sleeping close for assurance,
comfort,, warmth

58. Talkíng with a neighbour over
the fence

59. Track, etc.
60. Playíng football with someone

61. Going to a dríve-in movie
62. Guiding a towed car
63. Having an informal conversa-

tion

ntimate
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APPENDIX D

Photographic Reproductions of Slides
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GRUB BY




